
Key benefits:

• Reduce non-value- 

added activities through 

process simplification 

and standardization

• Lower base cost by 

30–60% through virtual 

best-shore solutions

• Reduce manual efforts up 

to 20% through robotic 

process automation

• Facilitate organizational 

change and drive 

strategic initiatives

• Drive continuous 

performance 

improvement using  

an innovative  

pricing structure

Enhance business relationships and increase your capital with finance 
and accounting improvements
Enterprises and even industries are gradually pushed to the brink with outmoded 
business processes. With the explosion of data, a heightened focus on customers 
and globalization increasing market competition, the pressure on your business to keep 
up is extremely high. And with new business models being frequently at odds with 
existing operations, that leaves almost no time for you to focus on 
improvements and transformation.

When seeking competitive advantages, you shouldn’t overlook business processes. 
Your company’s finance and accounting (F&A) function can become a business enabler, 
enhancing relationships with your customers and vendors, as well as increasing your 
overall organizational agility.

Using proven technologies and operational best practices, Financial and Accounting 
Services by NTT DATA can help transform your F&A operations into cost-effective, 
strategic business assets.

NTT DATA Services has extensive experience serving multiple industries 
(including high tech, manufacturing, retail and distribution). We can help you:

• Create and operate a world-class shared service center
• Implement technology and process best practices
• Transform your F&A business processes

Transform Your Finance and Accounting 
Processes Into a Strategic Business Asset
Finance and Accounting Services by NTT DATA
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NTT DATA Services partners with clients to navigate and simplify the modern complexities of business and technology, delivering the insights, 
solutions and outcomes that matter most. As a division of NTT DATA Corporation, a top 10 global IT services and consulting provider, we wrap 
deep industry expertise around a comprehensive portfolio of infrastructure, applications and business process services. 
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Visit nttdataservices.com to learn more.

Our goal is to transform your finance and back-office business processes to improve 
operational effectiveness, competitiveness and focus on your customers.

• Shared services/ 
organizational change 
management

• Business process  
re-engineering

• Business case development
• Process mapping/

documentation

• Vendor master to  
payment processing

• Travel and expense
• Purchasing cards
• Audit and recovery services
• Vendor help desk survey
• Contract maintenance

• Master data management
• Order management
• Billing
• Credit management
• Collections and dispute 

resolutions
• Cash applications
• Fraud prevention
• Sales audit

• Project accounting/
allocations

• Fixed-assets accounting
• General accounting
• Close and consolidations
• Reconciliation
• Budgeting
• Audit and compliance

Banking, financial services and insurance
• Acquisition to recovery
• Know-your-client solutions

Insurance
• Policy setup
• Claimms/cash applications

Commercial
• Chargebacks
• SKU maintenance
• Freight payables
• Field services
• Warranty and parts management

Healthcare and life sciences
• Revenue cycle management

Cross-industry
• Ecommerce
• Franchisee network/channel partner

Travel Agency Commission Settlement
• Billing, agency commission 

settlement and reporting
LifeSys

• Claim tracking, asset and premium 
accounting, reconciliation, accruals

Process advisory Procure to pay Order to cash Record to report

Vertical solutions Platform solutions

Enterprise shared services F&A

Platforms and accelerators

Reporting and analytics

With NTT DATA, you get:

• A structured approach to  
define and prioritize finance 
transformation initiatives

• The NTT DATA Business  
Process Management Suite,  
a comprehensive process 
automation suite designed to  
reduce manual efforts and  
plug functionality gaps 

• A pioneer in deploying hybrid 
solutions based on platforms  
and services

• Access to significant expertise  
from our global shared  
services operations

Finance and Accounting Services by NTT DATA

http://www.nttdataservices.com

